To gain insight into riser motions and associated fatigue damage due to vortex-induced 1 vibration (VIV), data loggers such as strain sensors and/or accelerometers are sometimes deployed 2 on risers to monitor their motion in different current velocity conditions. Accurate reconstruction 
INTRODUCTION

16
Current velocity flow fields on marine risers can lead to the formation and shedding of vortices are extremely valuable in the study of riser VIV response and the estimation of fatigue damages.
28
In contrast to the use of riser response measurement campaigns, given a current profile and the 29 physical properties of a riser, the response and fatigue damage rate of the riser may be estimated using 30 available semi-empirical computer programs. The estimated riser response, though, with many of 31 these tools, only contains energy of the first harmonic at the Strouhal frequency (vortex-shedding 32 frequency) while neglecting or filtering out higher harmonics (i.e., the response at frequencies that are 33 multiples of the Strouhal frequency) that can result in fatigue damage rate underestimated by a factor 34 velocity. The standard deviation of the tangential tow speed was a maximum of 0.4% of the mean speed. The rotation of the test rig was controlled by two wires in a V-shape between the horizontal arms at the gondola end and the centre of rotation at the fixed end. 
ARTICLE IN PRESS
Riser model
The (bare) riser model was a 27 mm diameter reinforced fibreglass pipe with a wall thickness of 3 mm, specially made for these tests. The model dimensions reflect a careful compromise between high-mode response and instrumentation density. The available internal space of the riser model together with the diameter of the instrument cables limited the amount of instrumentation that could be used. Thus, from the viewpoint of maximizing the instrumentation grid density, a larger diameter pipe would have been preferred. However, the increased bending stiffness would have called for higher tow velocities than could be achieved, in order to excite the desired high modes. Additionally, the stiffness of real deepwater risers is typically tension-dominated. To reflect this as nearly as possible, a goal was to keep bending stiffness and hence model diameter relatively low.
Since the riser instrumentation-strain gauges and accelerometers-was attached to the outside of the pipe, the apparent riser diameter was slightly larger at instrumented sections. A coating was applied to seal and smooth these protuberances. Fig. 3 shows a picture of the coated instrumentation on the riser. The riser model was flooded with water, and the mass ratio, including instrumentation, was approximately 1.6. The mass ratio is the ratio of the mass per unit length of the riser and its contents to that of the displaced water. A value of 1.6 is in the range of mass ratios of field-scale risers.
Since the riser model was comprised of a composite material with uncertain stiffness, strength and fatigue properties, several property verification tests were performed. First, a section of pipe was fatigue tested. Approximately 1.2 million oscillations were run and no damage was seen. The stiffness properties of the pipe were measured before, during and after the fatigue tests, and they remained constant. The Young's modulus was found to be 36.2 Â 10 9 N/m 2 . A strength test was also performed. The sample pipe included all assumed weak sections; i.e. end terminations, a connection sleeve between two pipes, and an instrumentation location. The test showed that the sample pipe had a capacity of at least 10 times the pre-tension used in the tests. 
Strakes
EMPIRICAL FATIGUE DAMAGE ESTIMATION
95
The densely instrumented NDP model riser (with twenty-four strain sensors in the CF direction) series at the location of the target sensor. Next, assess the fatigue damage rate at the location of the The cumulative fatigue damage can be estimated using stress time series, which equal to the strain time series multiplied with the Young's modulus of the riser material, using Miner's rule [12] , the rainflow cycle-counting algorithm (details may be found in literatures such as [13] and [14]), and S-N curve approach, and is expressed as:
where d is the cumulative fatigue damage caused by the given stress/strain time series. S and n are 108 the equivalent stress range and the number of cycles, respectively, estimated by use of the rainflow 109 cycle-counting algorithm. N is the number of cycles to fatigue failure at the stress range S. In this 110 study, F2 S-N curve with parameters a = 4.266 × 10 11 and b = 3.0 is adopted [15] .
111
The damage ratio (DR) which is used to evaluate the empirical method is then calculated as: be used to demonstrate this discussion.
122
In this section, the theoretical formulation for each empirical method is presented very briefly.
123
Then, using the NDP2350 (sheared current) data set for illustration and making use of strain sensor at various locations (including the location of sensor no. 4) for all the four NDP data sets are presented.
128
Based on these results, the advantages and disadvantages of each empirical method, and some basic 
135
Assume that the riser displacement, x, at location, z, and time, t, may be expressed approximately as a weighted sum of N assumed modes:
where it is assumed that by selecting N (not necessarily consecutive) modes, one can represent the 136 riser displacement at any location, z. Also, ϕ i (z) represents the n th i mode shape of the displacement, while w i (t) represents the time-varying modal weight to be applied with the n th i mode shape. Note 138 that, i = 1, 2, . . . , N, is associated with the selected mode set which include the n th 1 , n th 2 , ..., and n th N 139 mode; and these selected modes are not necessarily to be sequentially ordered. Also, the "mode" in 140 the empirical methods discussed here, means a deformed shape of the riser associated with dominant 141 energy in the power spectral density (PSD) of the CF strain at the logger locations.
The bending strain, which equals the product of the riser outer radius, R, and the local curvature, x , may be expressed as follows:
For the NDP model riser of a constant tension and pinned-pinned boundary conditions, it is assumed that the mode shapes are represented as sinusoidal functions:
where ϕ i (z) and ϕ i (z) are the n th i mode shape of the displacement and curvature, respectively, and L
143
is the riser length.
144
Given strain measurements or, equivalently, curvature measurements at M logger locations, z j (where j = 1 to M), WWA requires solution of a system of equations in matrix form:
where the M × N matrix, A, comprises curvatures of the assumed mode shapes at all the logger locations and the vector, d, represents riser curvatures and is formed from the measured strains at all loggers-i.e.,
is a linear system of M equations with N weights (w T = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . w N }) need to estimated. At any instant of time, t, as long as N ≤ M, the modal weights vector, w, may be solved for in a least squares sense:
In the present study, where twenty-three strain sensors are available, it is found that careful 145 selection of the modes based on frequencies corresponding to peaks in the CF strain power spectra,
146
generally, provides good WWA-based reconstructed strain time series at target sensors. In our studies,
147
twelve mode (i.e., N = 12) was generally a good choice. The procedure for the selection of the N 148 modes is important, and it is briefly described next.
149
Given the CF strain time series, ε(z j , t), measured at each of the twenty-three locations, z j (where j = 1, 2, 3, 5, . . . , 24; i.e., assume that the target sensor no. 4 does not exist), its power spectral density (PSD), PSD j ( f ), describes the energy distribution by frequency of the riser response at that location. As illustrated in Fig. 3(a) , the twenty-three input strain power spectra indicate very similar frequency content; all these spectra show the presence of the first and third harmonics in the response (the fifth harmonic is also visible if the PSDs were plotted on log scale). The summation of the PSDs at each frequency for all the twenty-three sensors, i.e., ∑ j PSD j ( f ) (see Fig. 3(b) ) is assumed to account for the energy distribution by frequency over the entire riser and is, therefore, used for the WWA mode selection. First, the twelve separate peaks which have highest spectral values are identified. As illustrated in Fig. 3(b) , the selected peaks cover the first, third and fifth harmonics as well as the second and fourth harmonics of the input signals. Second, the associated mode numbers are determined by comparing these peak frequencies with the estimated natural frequencies of the riser. The riser is assumed to be dominated by tensioned-string behavior and its bending stiffness is assumed to be negligible. Note that the riser's natural frequencies are calculated from the physical properties of the riser and an assumed added mass coefficient using:
where f n is the n th natural frequency of the riser, L is the riser length, T is the tension in the riser, m is 150 the mass of the riser per unit length, m w is the mass of the displaced water per unit length, and C a is 151 the added mass coefficient. The added mass coefficient is one of the least understood hydrodynamic
152
properties associated with riser VIV; its value is a function of the vibration amplitude and the current 153 flow speed. For simplicity, in this study, it is assumed that C a = 0 for uniform current profiles, and
154
C a = 1.0 for sheared current profiles (this simplifying assumption is based on the propagation speed 155 of traveling waves observed on the available NDP riser data sets).
156
Using the WWA procedure, strain time series at locations over the entire length of the riser, 
169
The fatigue damage ratio, representing the ratio of the estimated damage to that based directly on 170 measurements, at the target sensor (i.e., sensor no. 
Modified Weighted Waveform Analysis
181
By introducing cosine terms to complement the sine terms for each frequency component in the WWA method, a modified WWA procedure results that can better account for the effect of traveling waves in the riser response as well as for local curvature changes at boundaries and other discontinuities. In lieu of Eq. 3, we now have:
where a i (t) and b i (t) are modal weights associated with assumed sine and cosine mode shapes, ϕ i (z)
182
and ψ i (z), respectively. Strains are computed in a similar manner as with the WWA method. 
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
215
The WWA approach presented requires a priori assumed mode shapes based on knowledge of or Srivilairit and Manuel [21] ).
232
Given a suite of strain time series measured at M locations,
one can establish a M × M covariance matrix, C v , from the strain time series, V(t). By solving an 234 eigenvalue problem, one can diagonalize C v so as to obtain the matrix, Λ, as follows:
Solution of the eigenvalue problem yields eigenvalues,
237
It is possible to rewrite the original M correlated time series, V(t), in terms of uncorrelated scalar
where φ j represents the j th POD mode shape corresponding to the j th scalar subprocess, u j (t). The 240 energy associated with u j (t) is described in terms of the corresponding eigenvalue, λ j . A reduced-order 241 representation of the strain time series,V(t), may be obtained by including only the first N POD 242 modes and associated generalized coordinates:
In the present study, strains are measured at twenty-three locations, i.e., M = 23. Following 244 the procedure as outlined above, we can thus obtain twenty-three POD mode shapes, φ j , and then 245 decompose the original twenty-three strain time series into twenty-three uncorrelated POD scalar 246 subprocesses, u j (t), which when scaled by the POD mode shapes reconstruct all the measurements in 247 space and time.
248
Using the first thirteen POD modes which preserve 99% of the total field energy, the strain time Recall that, POD modes are discrete along the spatial direction, i.e., the modal coordinates are the MPR procedure is briefly presented here.
290
Assume that at location z j , and at time instant, t k , the riser response of interest (such as strain), i.e., y(z j , t k ), may be expressed as follows:
where ω n = 2πn/(P∆t) is the n th circular frequency; t k = k∆t is the k th time sample; N is the number 291 of frequency components included in the MPR procedure; P is the number of discrete time samples 292 available in the record; and ∆t is the sampling rate. Also, Re{} represents the real part of the associated
293
(complex) function. Note that φ n (z j ) is the n th complex mode coordinate-with real part, φ n,Re (z j ),
294
and imaginary part, φ n,Im (z j )-at location, z j , which needs to be empirically estimated from the data.
295
Equation 13 may be written in compact form as follows:
where ∆ k = e iω 1 t k , e iω 2 t k , . . . , e iω N t k , and
296
Then at location, z j , the riser response recorded at all P discrete time instants may be expressed as follows:
where y(z j ) = y(z j , t 1 ), y(z j , t 2 ), . . . y(z j , t P ) T represents the entire recorded response time series at 297 location, z j ; and∆ = [∆ 1 , ∆ 2 , . . . , ∆ P ] T is easily defined given information only on the length and the 298 sampling rate of the record. In Eq. 15, it is mode shape matrix, Φ j , that needs to be estimated; the MPR 299 method, thus, defines this system of P equations and 2N unknowns (since each φ n (z j ) contained in Φ j 300 has real and imaginary parts). As long as 2N ≤ P, this system of equations can be used to solve for Φ j 301 in a least squares sense.
302
As is the case with the POD method, the MPR method only yields empirically estimated mode shape coordinates at those discrete locations where the riser response is measured. If the riser response is to be estimated at a location where no sensor is present, it is necessary to interpolate the real and imaginary parts of the N mode shapes to the desired location and to, then, reconstruct the response there by accounting for all these N modes or frequency components. Equation 13, used for the reconstruction, may be rewritten as follows:
To speed up the computation, the measured riser strains are downsampled by a factor of 5, using strains from four nearby sensors, i.e., sensor nos. 2, 3, 5, and 6 (again, other fits are also possible).
323
As is the case with the POD procedure, riser response statistics, such as the RMS CF curvature, at any 324 location within the spread of the sensors, may be estimated by such piece-wise interpolation following 325 application of the MPR procedure.
326
The fatigue damage ratio, representing the ratio of the estimated damage to that based directly on 327 measurements, at the target sensor (i.e., sensor no. 4), is 1.25, which suggests that the fatigue damage 328 is overestimated by 25% when the MPR method is employed with the selected frequency components.
329
Similar results for other choices of the target sensor are discussed in Section 4. 
344
Application of the hybrid method procedure is presented below. First, the MPR approach is followed and the various input strains are represented as in Eq. 16. Then, at the location of each input sensor, z j , the real part of the n th MPR mode, φ n,Re (z j ), may be decomposed using the modified WWA procedure as follows:
where ϕ k (z j ) and ψ k (z j ) are defined in exactly the same manner as in Eq. 9. The real part of the n th
345
MPR mode at locations of all M sensors may be expressed in matrix form (as in Eq. 6), i.e., Aw = d, 346 where A j,2i−1 = ϕ i (z j ) and A j,2i = ψ i (z j ), and d j = φ n,Re (z j ). As long as 2s ≤ M, the modal weights, the MPR mode that is being reconstructed according to Eq. 17.
354
An example using the hybrid method with strain sensor no. 4 as the target sensor is presented in 
356
The fatigue damage ratio, representing the ratio of the estimated damage to that based directly on 357 measurements, at the target sensor (i.e., sensor no. 4), is 1.84, which suggests that the fatigue damage is 
FATIGUE DAMAGE ESTIMATION BASED ON A LARGE NUMBER OF SENSORS
361
The CF strains on the NDP model riser were measured using twenty-four strain sensors (only 362 twenty-three sensors were available for the NDP2420 data set, since strain sensor no. 21 had failed). In WWA method on the NDP2120 uniform current data set ranged from 0.25 to 6.58.
375
Some general conclusions, that may be drawn by studying Fig. 8 , are summarized here.
376
(i) With the WWA method, a large number of modes can be interpreted from a suite of measurements.
377
The modified WWA method can better account for the effects of traveling waves and localized and 14.54, respectively. Among the five methods, the hybrid method (Fig. 8(e) ) which combines the
402
MPR and the modified WWA procedures, is the most accurate for fatigue damage estimation.
403
In Section 3 it is stated that the damage ratio is more critical to the error of the reconstructed rise 
FATIGUE DAMAGE ESTIMATION BASED ON A SMALL NUMBER OF SENSORS
423
The estimation of fatigue damage rates over the entire length of the NDP model riser based 424 on measurements from a large number of sensors was discussed in the previous section (Section 4).
425
However, actual deepwater drilling risers are seldom instrumented as densely as the NDP model riser,
426
due to the high cost of sensor deployment, maintenance, data retrieval, etc. Accordingly, it is desired 427 to discuss estimation of fatigue damage rates over the riser length based on measurements from a 428 much smaller number of sensors than before. Using strain measurements from eight sensors as inputs, In principle, all the possible combinations of eight sensors chosen from twenty-four available could 436 be selected; however, this results in an exceedingly large number of combinations to be evaluated. Figure 9: Scalars might be used to evaluate the reconstructed riser response, including damage ratio, strain RMS ratio, and displacement RMS ratio.
from the bottom (low current) end, or at the bottom end. Note that a malfunctioning strain sensor (no. 21) is not selected as an input sensor in these studies.
445
Note that not all the five empirical methods discussed earlier are employed here that uses eight respectively. Direct comparison with the results based on the WWA method (see Fig. 11 ) suggest 474 that among the thirty-four combinations, those that were identified as more precise and accurate 475 based on results with the WWA method were also found to be so with the hybrid method. For all 476 the thirty-four combinations, the hybrid method was found to generally provide more accurate and 477 precise estimations of the fatigue damage rates than the WWA method does. Spatial distribution of the loggers may also, in general, be of concern when the MPR and POD 493 methods are employed. This is not so much a spatial aliasing issue; rather, these two methods rely on Figure 13: Off-diagonal elements of orthogonality matrices, R, computed with assumed sinusoidal mode shapes for the NDP2350 (sheared current) data set: (a) Twenty-three sensors and twelve WWA modes used (sensor no. 4 is the target); and (b) Eight sensors and four WWA modes (combination no. 34).
DISCUSSIONS
502
In this study, four data sets comprising strains measured on the NDP model riser subjected to 503 uniform and sheared currents were employed to test empirical fatigue damage estimation methods. directly from data, without the need for physical properties of the riser. The POD scheme is the fastest 535 among the five methods; however, POD does not account for non-stationary response characteristics.
536
The method is not well-suited when only a small number of sensors is available because of inaccuracies 537 in the reconstructed response that arise due to the need for interpolation or extrapolation.
538
(iv) As is the case for the POD method, the MPR method accounts for higher harmonics in the 539 response and only relies on data, not on physical properties of the riser to estimate complex riser 540 modes. MPR, however, is not well-suited to situations where the riser response exhibits strong the slowest due to the greater computational effort relative to the other methods, it is the most accurate 551 both for a large as well as a small number of input sensors.
552
There are some limitations of this study that need to be addressed at this point. First, the results
553
are based on four NDP data sets and two simulated data sets only. number of data set tested, this conclusion is tentative, and the method should be applied with caution.
579
Note that these empirical methods are always not perfect. Riser responses reconstructed by 
